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 It is playable on the PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360, and is set two years after the events of Assassin's Creed: Unity, with a new
campaign taking place in 1889. It includes a new Animus, a new mission called "Jack the Ripper", and a new playable character

known as Finn. The player must infiltrate the East End of London in search of Jack the Ripper's final victims. Gameplay
Assassin's Creed: Jack the Ripper is set two years after the events of Assassin's Creed: Unity, and takes place in 1889 in

London's East End. The player can choose between two playable characters: Finn, the younger brother of former playable
character Jacob Frye, and Alexios, who is a political spy who just moved to London from Greece. The gameplay is very similar

to that of Assassin's Creed: Unity, which makes players use a parkour-like system to traverse rooftops and buildings, and
assassinations, which are similar to previous Assassin's Creed games. The game features a number of new abilities, such as

being able to call in a car or boat to aid the player in their mission. Ubisoft also released a free downloadable content update,
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containing five new missions, to the PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 versions of the game on December 12. Plot In the late 19th
century, the United States government has decided that the time has come for mankind to harness all of its resources and

explore the new solar system, and under the guise of a peace treaty, a space station was set up, the Hexagon Station, on the
Moon. However, a series of mysterious disappearances have taken place at the station, and the local authorities have dubbed the
incident a series of "space murders", as the victims are supposed to have been pulled into the space, and have yet to be found.
The murderers' identity is still unknown, and a new detective team has been assembled to solve the case. Detective Tom Lane,
his wife Jane and son Robbie have recently joined the force, and have been partnered with Commander James Wakefield, who
used to be a family friend of Tom's, and a trained police officer, who has recently arrived at the station after spending a year

undercover in China. As a secondary plot, the player can investigate the murder of three prostitutes in London's East End. The
Ripper, who is reportedly a madman with a penchant for skinning his victims, is also in town, and he is believed to be the person

responsible for the murders. A series 520fdb1ae7
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